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Summary/Description  
While we were transitioning the college credit classes to multi-modal there was a demand for virtual 
customized training classes. Rob Semmel, Scott Follett, and Stacey Walker generated a framework for 
how customized training courses online should be presented. Since COVID increased the virtual learning 
and virtual meeting, we have had to adapt some of our training to mimic the direction that training was 
trending at the time.  

Impact/Innovation  
Rob Semmel, Scott Follett, and Stacey Walker have all conducted virtual training for the local area 
industries. Below is the list of courses that we have conducted. Teamwork, workplace violence, anti-
harassment and advanced leadership course was presented via zoom for Mississippi County EOC. There 
were 300 students in the teamwork, workplace violence, and anti-harassment seminar. Rob’s advanced 
leadership course for MCEOC was for 17 employees. This training was conducted via zoom with 
materials sent through email. Attendance and interaction was mandatory for the MCEOC trainings, at 
the end of each training Rob provided an attendance sheet to the HR/Training Development manager as 
well as notes of what was covered in the training session.  

In October of 2021, the Quality Control department at Nucor Steel Arkansas reached out to Stacey to 
schedule a virtual six sigma yellow belt course. The dilemma was that NSAR employees were not able to 
leave Nucor to attend training at ANC. During this time, we had to get creative on course delivery. Being 
that Six Sigma Yellow Belt is a “hands-on” course regarding lean manufacturing and statistics Scott 
Follett set up a document camera, powerpoint presentation including video examples, and presented 
the material via zoom from a classroom at the Center for Allied Technologies. This training was for 16 
students.  

Big River Steel’s HR/Inventory Control department reached out to Stacey to generate a virtual excel 
training class. Excel classes delivered live is usually the best mode to deliver this training, we had to 
create a course using the ANC portal, generate “fake” student ID numbers for the students to log in, as 
well as create content for this custom excel training session. The training was approximately 30 hours 
long with eight individuals. This virtual training allowed the employees to take the classes on their 
schedule but still stick with a regimented timeframe to complete the activities to ensure that they were 
getting the training completed with structure and accuracy. When an employee would be “stuck” on an 
excel problem, they would be able to log a question in the portal or email Stacey directly. Then she 
would conduct a short “how to” video using LOOM to walk the student through the problem.  

 

Sustainability / Adaptability  
We have seen more request on virtual training, not online from our instructors but from consultants and 
outside trainers. There is a need for more adaptability to generate online-customized training sessions 
as well as there is potential to utilize different software such as Microsoft Teams to deliver effective 

CourseName StartDate EndDate Instructor TotalHours Notes NumberofStudents
Teamwork 8/5/2021 8/5/2021 Semmel 1 Virtual 300
Workplace Violence 8/5/2021 8/9/2021 Semmel 2 Virtual 300
Anti-Harassment 8/13/2021 8/13/20201 Semmel 1 Virtual 300
Advanced Leadership 
Course - Virtual 10/4/2021 12/9/2021 Semmel 22 Virtual 17
Six sigma Yellow Belt 10/4/2021 10/8/2021 Follett 16 Virtual 16
Excel August 21-Dec Walker 30 Virtual 8



virtual training. We are in the process of exploring possibilities with more technical trade’s classes, but 
ultimately being selective about what content we deliver virtually, as the companies request it. After 
successful completion of the training program, we generate certificates and submit them electronically 
to the HR representative as well as the students. Since COVID, there has been a request for us to 
conduct virtual New Hire Orientation videos as well as create online resources for people to view at 
their leisure. We are still working out logistics and capabilities for this type of service.  

Presenters:  

Stacey Walker – 40% 

Rob Semmel – 30% 

Scott Follett – 30% 
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10/14/2021 Scott Follett
Yellow Belt 
Six Sigma

The importance of always 
looking to better processes. 
Doing things because that's the 
only way we've done it doesn't 
allow growth or progress. 

A good portion of the info was 
more geared toward the 
Metallurgist. 

The instructor did the best they could with it being a 
virtual training. This class would be better in person 
and allow for activities and better participation. 

10/14/2021 Scott Follett

Six Sigma 
Yellow Belt 
Training

I have taken this training 
several times in different 
formats for both professional 
and educational purposes. His 
training kept me the most 
engaged.

Probably that we had to complete 
virtually, but that is no reflection on 
the training, the instructor, the 
school nor my employer. This is our 
new normal.

I enjoy how he made it relatable yet stayed on topic. 
He never spiderwebbed into the great unknown.

10/14/2021 Scott Follett
Six Sigma 
Yellow Belt 

Seeing how Six Sigma is used 
and applied at NSAR

The pace for new teammates who 
had little to no experience in six 
sigma or the studies used was a 
little to fast and was hard to keep 
up sometimes in the chats with the 
METs. Good learning experience.

10/14/2021 Scott Follett
Six Sigma-
Yellow Belt

Good information on how to 
treat customers, the important 
of quality products delivery, 
planning and cost control. Nothing Overall, the training was good.

10/14/2021 Scott Follet
Six Sigma 
Yellow belt very informative

could have done a higher and 
deeper level

10/14/2021 Scott Follett
Six Sigma 
Yellow Belt

I appreciated our requests 
being accommodated and the 
frequent breaks allowed 
everyone to remain focused. 

While trying to attempt to meet 
everyone's learning level the 
training agenda was changed 
without the facilitator asking 
permission to do so. .  I understand 
the thought process behind the 
change, but many of the teammates 
who the training was originally 
scheduled for weren't at the level 
to benefit from the change that was 
made.  (We allowed other, more 
knowledgeable,  teammates to 
participate as a courtesy.)

Also, I felt that the learning curve 
caused by the virtual training could 
have been worked on some prior to 
the training date to help make 
everything flow better.

As mentioned in the prior comment, in the future, 
please ask before altering the preapproved agenda. 
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